By Daryn Martin, KRWA Technical Assistant

Chanute Filter Study Unearths
Backwash Problems

I

n the July 2020 issue of The Kansas Lifeline, I wrote a
brief synopsis of the Surface Water Treatment Rule
(SWTR). The SWTR requires multiple barriers to
pathogens in the water treatment plant. These barriers are:
1) coagulation/flocculation/sedimentation; 2) filtration; and,
3) disinfection. Each barrier is important to proper treatment
and vital to safe drinking water. Look back at the July 2020
issue for a take on coagulation/flocculation/ sedimentation
and what the SWTR requires. Here is a link to the
magazine; the article begins on page 28:
https://krwa.net/ONLINE-RESOURCES/LifelineMagazine. A recent visit to Chanute, which is a crown jewel
of Neosho County in southeast Kansas, inspired me to
continue the surface water treatment trend and write an
article about water plant filters.
Filters provide the water plant with a means of physically
removing particles that are suspended in the water by
passing through a porous media bed. The removal of
suspended particles also removes pathogens, taste and odorcausing compounds and color from the water. Removing

KRWA Tech Stewart Kasper and Chanute Water Plant
Superintendent Jeﬀ Litzel work together to measure media
depth in Filter #3.

suspended particles prior to chlorination will also increase
the disinfection efficiency. The filter media bed is
commonly made up of layers of sand and anthracite coal.
Particles become trapped within the pore space as the water
passes through. Some filters are made up of
granular activated carbon, which will
“adsorb” the particles, causing them to stick
to the media. Many filters are “dual-media”
filters that contain a layer of anthracite coal

I recommend evaluating
each filter annually and
creating a file on each.
Include photographs and
data. That data, along
with turbidity trends, will
help operators decide
when an expensive media
replacement is actually
needed.
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experience a waterborne disease
because of the breakthrough.
Filter media life is based largely on
how well the media is backwashed, and
a filter study performed by water plant
staff can show potential problems
before they become major issues.
KRWA staff members Stewart Kasper
and Jason Solomon joined me as I
visited the operators of the Chanute
Water Treatment Plant to perform a
filter study. The Chanute Water
Treatment is a lime-softening plant that
is rated to treat 6 MGD of Neosho
River water. Jeff Litzel, Plant
Superintendent, asked us to assist with
a filter study to evaluate the filter media
and make suggestions about a media
replacement schedule. The first thing to
Chanute Water Plant operator Troy Endicott puts Filter #4 through a backwash.
do is study the data. If it’s available,
Individual Filter Effluent (IFE)
turbidity trend lines can alert an
on top of layers of sand and graded gravel. Dual-media
operator to upcoming problems in the filter. Look for any
filters are also known as “high-rate” filters, the anthracite
unexplained turbidity spikes or other anomalies. Compare
layer provides removal of larger particles resulting in higher
the IFE data from different filters to see if any filter’s
flow rates than traditional sand filters. The filter underdrain
performance is lagging behind. Filters with IFE turbidities
supports the filter media while also collecting filtered water
consistently higher than the others would be a good target to
and distributing the backwash water evenly.
perform a filter profile. Chanute plant operators had two
SWTR requirements for filtration are based on filter
filters picked out and drained, so we were able to get on the
turbidities. Regulations require near constant monitoring
filter right away. Some operators prefer to put down
while a filter is in service. See the adjacent summary of the
turbidity requirements that I borrowed from
EPA’s Comprehensive Surface Water
Treatment Rules Quick Reference
Guide that is found at
www.epa.gov/dwreginfo/drinking-water-rulequick-reference-guides. The Combined Filter
Effluent (CFE) must be lower than 0.35 NTU
at least 95 percent of the time. That is very
clean water, but the lower the turbidity, the
less likely the water will contain pathogens.
In order to achieve turbidity so low, filters
need to be in top shape by adequate cleaning
and maintenance. I have read lots of
recommendations to replace media every 10
to 20 years, however, I have looked at
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turbidity records from plants with much older
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media that shows good filtration. If the media
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plywood to stand on. I recommend it simply to
prevent tracking filter media throughout the
water plant, but walking directly on the media
will not harm it.
Chanute’s water plant is unique in that is has
both dual-media and sand filters, three of each.
We profiled one of each type. We started on Filter
#4, a dual-media filter with anthracite and sand.
After the filter is drained, observe the surface for
any mounding, cracks or media disruptions. Any
questionable spots should be photographed and
excavated. More on that later. The next task is to
probe the filter and record its media depth. Using
a simple piece of half-inch conduit, Jason,
Stewart and Chanute operator Ryan Colsten
started measuring depth. Simply shove the
Chanute Water Plant Operator Ryan Colsten uses a hose to agitate filter
conduit down through the media until you meet
media during a backwash cycle. Chanute does not have air scour or
the resistance of the gravel layer, then measure
surface washers on their filters.
the depth. Our crew measured depth in a grid
pattern, taking measurements about every foot.
Media depth ranged from 31 inches to 36 inches.
the anthracite will break down and become rounded. Dig
Plant records showed the filter originally had 24 inches of
through the first media layer, anthracite in this instance,
anthracite and 12 inches of sand. The depth was fairly even
until reaching the transition zone where the anthracite meets
throughout the entire filter bed. Three spots were chosen for
the sand. The transition zone is usually an inch or two of
excavations, one because the media appeared to be
mixed media. Note when the transition zone is found and
disturbed, one because it was a shallow spot and the last
record that as the anthracite depth. In Filter #4, the
excavation was to allow Ryan to get his hands dirty.
anthracite had some sand intermixed throughout until 26
During an excavation, the operator wants to look for any
inches when the sand layer was reached. The sand layer had
coagulant carryover and evaluate the condition of the media.
calcium flakes mixed throughout and a thin calcium “shelf”
New anthracite media is jagged and sharp, as time goes on
on the graded gravel layer.
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Filter #3, a sand filter original
to the plant, was evaluated next.
The team probed for filter depth in
a similar grid pattern to Filter #4,
finding media depth ranged from
27 inches to 31 inches. Two
excavations were done and more
calcium flakes were found
throughout the media profile and a
thin calcium “shelf” was observed
on the gravel layer. The media
observed in both filters appeared
to be in good condition. The
anthracite was sharp and did not
look broken down or rounded. A
couple issues were discussed
during the evaluation, namely the
calcium flakes appearing in the
media and lack of distinct media
zones in Filter #4. I believed both
issues were related to the
backwash.

After filling the dig spots back in to
avoid a blowout, Plant Operator Troy
Endicott instituted a backwash on each
filter. Using the filter surface area of 360
square feet (ft2) and a wash water flow of
4266 gallons per minute (gpm), we
figured a backwash flow rate of about 12
gallons per minute per square foot
(gpm/ft2). The industry recommends a
backwash rate of at least 20 gpm/ft2 when
surface washers or air scour is not
available. The Chanute filters do not have
air scour or surface washers. Operators
use a hose to agitate the media during
backwash by spraying high pressure
water into the top of the media bed. There
are limits to the amount of media
agitation an operator can get spraying
water into the bed from above. I think
this sparce media agitation along with the
reduced backwash flow rate is the
limiting factor in Chanute’s filters.
During a backwash, the media must be properly agitated to
adequately remove the particles in the filters. The backwash
flow rate must be high enough to physically lift those
particles out of the filter media and into the drain troughs. I
recommended that the staff purchase a gravel rake or
something similar that will allow an operator to physically
agitate the media, hopefully resulting in a better wash.
Overall, the media in Chanute’s filters looked good. I do
not think a media replacement is warranted. This plant is
running about 1 gpm/ft2 through its filters. With that low
flow rate and good media condition, plant effluent
turbidities are extremely low and filter run times are very
high with no breakthrough. I recommended focusing on
backwash improvements rather than media replacement.
Filter media replacement is very expensive. If turbidities
are increasing over time or if a certain filter is reading high,
a filter evaluation similar to the one described is a valuable
exercise. I recommend evaluating each filter annually and
creating a file on each. Include photographs and data. That
data, along with turbidity trends, will help operators decide
when an expensive media replacement is actually needed. If
your water plant is interested in a filter study, feel free to
contact KRWA for guidance. The filter evaluation can be
done in just a few hours and does not require any
specialized tools. Any operator can do it!

During a backwash, the
media must be properly
agitated to adequately
remove the particles in
the filters. The
backwash flow rate
must be high enough to
physically lift those
particles out the filter
media and into the drain
troughs.

Daryn Martin began work with KRWA in August 2019. He previously
was a Water Program Inspector and Environmental Program
Administrator at KDHE’s Wichita office. Prior to joining KDHE, he
worked as an operator in the El Dorado Water Treatment Plant. He
holds a Class IV water operator certification.
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